Registration Agreement

Additional terms and conditions for the registration of .PL domains

The registration of .PL domains globally follows the terms and conditions specified by the Research and Academic Computer Network (NASK) - a research and development entity - being the authoritative registry. These rules are incorporated into the registration agreement.

Consent to exclusive provision of services concerning functionality of the Domain Name Registration, Domain Name Maintenance and related activities:

By registering a Domain Name under the Top Level Domain .pl (including .biz.pl, .com.pl, .info.pl, .net.pl and .org.pl) you grant to united-domains AG who concluded Agreement with NASK on cooperation concerning internet Domain Names, consent to perform any activities with respect to NASK, including legal activities concerning Functionality of the Domain Name Registration and Domain Name Maintenance, including data regarding Subscriber and/or Tenderer, in particular: Domain Name Registration, change of the Domain Name Subscriber, removal of the Domain Name, change of data concerning devices used for the Domain Name, as well as provision by NASK to the Partner data processing and transmission concerning Subscriber and/or Tenderer intended for Maintenance of the above mentioned Domain Names.